
The Counselor’s Corner 

“Sparkling Costumes, Candy, and Great Practices” (Dedicated to the Marusak Family of the Kingsbury 

Castle, who made Halloween special for decades) 

If you have ever read one of my articles around Halloween, you may remember that it is my favorite 

non-religious holiday.  Although there are darkened homes on the paths of trick-or-treaters, many are 

well-lit, decorated in ways that could almost rival Disney. Their owners give freely with no expectation of 

getting anything in return.  People don’t seem to gossip about those who give dum-dum suckers while 

they choose to pass out full-sized bars. Further, although people are spending more than 7 billion dollars 

each year (according to Forbes magazine), one is free to dress as simply as possible with generic tee 

shirts or plastic garbage bags.  

Although Halloween trick or treating has roots in Celtic, Roman, Catholic, and pagan traditions, and 

some frown on the practice, it seems that trick-or-treating (minus the tricking/vandalism) could be our 

guide to daily living. The emphasis would be more on how others can be positively impacted and less on 

how to try to make things equal. 

One example of giving comes from the Marusak family. When I took my own children out begging, we 

always stopped at one of the most awesome homes in west Dearborn known as the “Kingsbury Castle”.  

The owners not only gave out full-size bars to thousands, but they got into the spirit of the season.  Their 

decorations were amazing, each member of the family dressed up, and we all wanted to be kids 

again.Sadly, a post on a Dearborn site written by the son, this year, stated that the owners are getting 

too old to continue this. Their grown children once took over, but are now in different neighborhoods 

and preoccupied with making new traditions with their own children. Whenever I drive by this home, I 

will always have my memories of what the Marusaks did to make this holiday incredibly special.  Their 

giving was infectious, too, and other Kingsbury residents found themselves decorating on a higher level 

and giving out lots of treats. 

On October 25, 2015, Utpal Dholakia PH.D., wrote an article for Psychology Today, discussing the pros 

and cons of adults wearing Halloween costumes.  On the negative side, he said that it may not be the 

best for introverts nor is it always a good idea to spend hard-earned money on a costume that will 

probably only be used once (at least in the same circle of friends).  On the other hand, he encouraged 

people to wear costumes for sheer joy and to express their creativity. He also said that it is a great way 

to try out a new identity. Along those lines, I started thinking that magical and/or positive costume can 

free us by letting us act in a way that is foreign to us and others.  It sometimes enables us to 

communicate a little differently, because it covers up the exterior that people are used to seeing. We 

can also discover things about others, because they often will react to the costume more than to our 

personalities during the short time we choose to don the costume. 

With that in mind, I am wondering about small, daily practices that can make us look different to 

ourselves and others, and change the way we are perceived and are approached.  A change in dress, 

hair, glasses, shoe choices, and more can help us show our true personalities.  We can adopt a positive 

habit that seems foreign at first, but becomes a part of us after we practice it.  Little by little, we will find 

ourselves changed. Unlike the Halloween costume, we won’t want to remove our new persona. 
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